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Abstract
Teacher effort, a critical component of education production, has been largely ignored in the
literature due to measurement difficulties. Using a principal-agent model, North Carolina public
school data, and the state's unique accountability system that rewards teachers for school-level
academic growth, we show that we can distill effort from teacher absence data and capture its
effect on student achievement in a structural framework. We find that: 1. Incentives lead teachers
to try harder. The bonus program reduced the number of sick days taken by about 0.6 days for an
average teacher. 2. When teachers try harder, students do better. Increased effort of teachers
translates into improved student performance. Estimates show that standardized reading scores
increased by about 1.3% of a standard deviation and standardized math scores by about 0.9% of a
standard deviation. 3. Group-level incentives can actually be more powerful than individual-level
incentives. Policy simulations from the model estimates show that an individual bonus program
would actually produce weaker incentive effects. While free-rider effects are eliminated,
individual incentives push a majority of teachers into one of two categories: those who would
qualify for the bonus even without trying and others would not qualify no matter how hard they
worked.
Performance pay for teachers: are school-level incentives enough?

Over the past ten years, researchers have devoted considerable effort to the measurement
of the output of schools and teachers, using standardized test scores. 1 Our ability to infer
the quality of teaching in a school or classroom has developed sufficiently far that school

* We grateful to the Center for Child and Family Policy for access to the NCDPI dataset and to the
American Enterprise Institute for financial support.
1 See Rivkin, Hanushek, and Kain (2005), Clotfelter, Ladd,and Vigdor (2007), Goldhaber and Anthony (2007),
and Rockoff (2004), among many others.

districts across the nation, from Denver to Washington DC and many points in between,
have put incentive programs in place that make student test score performance a major
factor in the evaluation, and in some cases the compensation, of teachers.

There are some sticky issues, however, about how to really make a pay-for-performance
scheme based on test scores operate.2 For one thi n g, most s chool s yst ems d on’ t conduct
standardized tests in every grade, or in every subject. How exactly are we supposed to
measure the performance of a kindergarten teacher? Or a high school Spanish teacher?
Or a middle school physical education teacher? And if we don't evaluate these teachers'
performances, how do we pay them?

A second issue with pay-for-performance schemes is that they may lead teachers to fight
amongst each other for the best students. Teachers might perceive that certain students
hit performance targets more easily; in many cases there is strong evidence to back up
this perception. Principals and other administrators might come under pressure to fiddle
with classroom assignments. In theory, a commitment to randomly assign students to
classrooms would present teachers with a level playing field. But even randomization
makes some people lucky and others unlucky sometimes. To complicate matters, many
schools have instituted different tracks for students with differing academic abilities. Payfor-performance would add a financial reason to lobby to teach honors-class students in
addition to the laundry list of non-pecuniary benefits.
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See Neal (2009) for a review of some of the inefficiencies of the pay-for-performance system.

Another problem is the “ noisy" test results issue. The “noise” we are talking about here is
statistical noise, and it is a more severe problem for classroom-sized groups of students
relative to school-sized groups. A “noisier” test result makes it difficult to discern
whether a higher average score for a group of students relative to another group really
means that the former group of students knows more about the subject they were tested
on. The smaller the number of test takers, the higher the possibility that one outlying
result can throw off the entire result. For instance, if one or two students were ill on the
day they took the test, their poor exam scores will significantly drag down the class
average and make the teacher look less competent than she really is. These unfortunate
students would have a smaller impact on the school average, since they make a smaller
proportion of the larger student body.

These three Gordian knots – the presence of untested grades and subjects, non-random
assignment of students to teachers, and the statistical noise problem in small samples –
could be sliced with one modification to pay-for-performance: reward teachers on the
basis of all students in the school, rather than just those in their classroom. With schoolbased incentives, we need not worry about what to do with teachers of odd subjects, or in
untested grades. And we need not worry about teachers fighting one another in a zerosum game, or about statistical noise leading to good teachers going unrewarded.

The primary theoretical argument against school-based rewards will be familiar to

economics 101 students everywhere: the free-rider problem. Compared with an
individual-level incentive, a group-level incentive should have less impact. When your

own effort determines my compensation, you have a very strong reason to work hard.
When the combined effort of a large group determines your compensation, you may feel
at greater liberty to slack off, since most of your reward depends on the actions of other
people anyway. It’ s the tra ged y of the co mmons, t he prisoner’ s di lemma – whatever you
want t o call it . It’ s an a r gu ment so stron g and so intuitive that you don’ t hear many
education economists saying that school-level rewards are the way to go.

Until now. New evidence, derived from the experiences of North Carolina public schools,
which have implemented school-based monetary incentives for more than a decade now,
indicates that this conventional wisdom – that individual incentives are more powerful
than group incentives – is in fact wrong. Yes, Virginia, there is a free rider effect. But
what the conventional wisdom fails to incorporate is a powerful countervailing effect,
which we might call the “tortoi se and har e” ef f ect , borrowing from Aesop’ s fables.
Consider the following scenario. You are an excellent teacher – one of the best in the
business. If the school system sets a bar and promises you rewards if your students
exceed it, you know you can exceed the expectation even without trying. Like the hare in
the fable, your incentive to try your best is undermined by a sense that your success is
inevitable. We may fault the hare for his laziness, but is this really such a surprising
response when victory seems assured?

The teacher next door, on the other hand, is hopelessly incompetent. You know as well

as she does that no matter where the bar is set, her students will almost certainly fall
below it. Like the tortoise in the fable, it is only her personal virtue that implores her to

exert effort: the incentive means very little. Again, we may cheer the tortoise for his
perseverance, but how wise is it to expend effort when there is virtually no chance of
success? So, for both you and your neighbor, the individual-level incentive scheme
provides almost no incentive to exert greater effort. You are bound to be rewarded no
matter what, and your neighbor is destined to fail no matter what. It would be great if
both the tortoise and the hare tried their hardest regardless of the competition, but the
most likely outcome is that the hare would win walking backwards, and the tortoise
would quit before the race even begins.

Now suppose we tie you and your neighbor together: your reward will be based not on
what you do individually, but the sum total of what you accomplish. All of a sudden, you
recognize that the status of your reward is in doubt, and the teacher next door realizes that
she now has a realistic shot at the reward; both you and your neighbor are going to have
to exert some effort to ensure that the average across your two classrooms exceeds the
standard.

While the traditional moral of the fable is that “slow and steady wins the race,” perhaps
we should reconsider the wisdom of such a match-up in the first place. Rather than race
tortoises against hares, we should pair one of each together and judge each pair by their
combined time. In this scenario, each competitor faces a stronger incentive to excel,
because it is their team’ s avera ge ti me that m att ers , not t heir ran k withi n the team.

This i s a plausibl e sc enar io, right?

But we j ust don’ t know how co mmon thi s scenario

might be. How often do very good and very poor teachers share the same school? And
just how powerful is this free rider effect anyway? The answers lie in the research. To
tell you about the research, we first need to spend some time getting to know the setting.

The North Carolina State Accountability System

The North Carolina ABC accountability program (ABC is an acronym for Accountability,
teaching the Basics, and emphasis on local Control) began in the 1996/97 school year. In
its inaugural year, teachers in elementary and middle schools were awarded a cash bonus
of $1,000 if the school’ s avera ge ye ar -over-year improvement in reading and math test
scores exceeded the required threshold set by the state. In the following year, the bonus
program was extended to high schools, and the award became two-tiered, with teachers
receiving $750 in schools that cleared a first threshold referred to as “e xpe cted” growth i n
test scores and $1,500 in schools that cleared a more stringent “e xe mplar y” or “high ”
growth threshold. 3

Education authorities face a delicate balancing act in setting criteria for bonus payments.
If teachers perceive that there is no chance of receiving a bonus, or conversely that the
bonus is a sure thing, they have little reason to alter their behavior. This is a basic
statement of the “tortoi se and hare ” ef f ect describ e d above. Fortunately, in North

C arolina’ s case, tea chers in most schools face real uncertainty about the amount of their

A complete description of the bonus program and the formulas used to set each school’s threshold can be found in
Vigdor (2008).
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bonus. Figure 1 shows the proportion of schools in the 1999/00 to 2001/02 school years
qualifying for $750 or $1500 bonuses. Roughly three-quarters of the schools in the state
received bonus payments, but less than half received the full $1,500. The average bonus
paid out is roughly $890 (0.23 X $0 + 0.35 X $750 + 0.42 X $1,500 = $890). Vigdor
(2009) presents additional evidence that among the schools eligible for any bonus at all,
about half receive the full $1,500. There are very few schools that can count on the full
$1,500 as a sure thing, and very few for which the $750 standard is completely
unattainable.

Figure 1: Bonus Receipt by School

No Bonus 23%
$1,500 Bonus 42%
$750 Bonus 35%

In cidentall y, North C arol ina’ s s yste m is made pos sibl e because th e state ha s a
longitudinal data system that can link the performance of individual students as they
progress from grade 3 to grade 8. Many other states, unfortunately, have no capacity to
link students across years, implying that they can only judge schools by how the students
perform in a given year, not by how much they improve in a given year. This limitation

forced the federal No Child Left Behind act to focus on proficiency rather than
improvement. Why does this matter? A school that serves very low-performing kids and
manages to improve their performance dramatically might not be rewarded if their
ult imate perf or man ce is below the state’ s threshol d f or pr oficiency.

Figuring out what the bonus program accomplishes

The North Carolina ABC system is not costless. Their state legislature needs to allocate
90 million dollars or more per year for these performance bonuses. And w hil e there’ s a
strong economic reason for thinking that performance bonuses improve student
perf orman ce, the re’ s no specif ic guidan ce r e gardin g how bi g the i mpa ct shou ld be, let
alone whether the impact is worth the amount of money being spent on the program. 4

So is the program worthwhile? How can we tell? The gold-standard method of evaluating
a program such as the ABC initiative would have been to conduct a randomized trial.
Schools in North Carolina would have been randomly assigned into two groups: a
“treat ment group ” of schools where teachers were awarded the bonus according to the
ABC framework and a “control group” where teachers did not receive the bonus. If the
incentives worked as planned, teachers in the treatment group would have exerted higher
effort to teach students, and this would have translated into higher scores for students in

treatment schools relative to those in control schools.

4

See Figlio and Kenny (2007).

In North Carolina, all public schools became eligible for the bonus at the same time. This
greatly complicates any effort to evaluate the program. The best feasible method to study
the ef f ect of merit pa y w ould be to look at a “bef ore” and “af ter” ABC imp lement ati on
snapshot of student performance. If the distribution of students and teachers and
characteristics of schools remained constant over time, we could compare the
performance of students before and after the teachers started receiving bonuses to see if
the mone y l ed to i ncre ase d acad emi c achie ve ment. Unf ortunatel y, durin g th e 1990’ s
and
2000’ s, North Carolina experienced large population changes. The state’s population
increased by more than 20% between 1990 and 2007. Its demographic makeup has
changed as well. For example, the state’ s Hispanic population exploded between 1990
and 2007; the group formed 1.2% of the population in 1990 and 6.7% in 2007. These
changes in the underlying composition of the population, plus other alterations to
educational practice, probably would have led to a change in achievement levels even in
the absence of the bonus progra m. It i sn’ t poss ible to di sti nguish what t ren ds are
attributable to the bonus program and which to these confounding trends.

Solving the evaluation problem

There is one potential way out of this conundrum, and it involves taking advantage of the
“f ree ride r” proble m w e s poke of ea rlier. Wh ate ve r the impa ct of the bonus progra m,
be

it positive, negative, or nil, we would expect a stronger impact in smaller schools, given
the nature of the group-level incentive. B y “s mall er school,” wh at we me a n is schools
with fewer teachers. In a one-roo m schoolhous e, one person’ s ef f ort i s all that counts ,

and we’ d e xpect i nc enti ves to h ave a ver y strong impact. In a monolithic urban school,
the group-level incentives should have a weak effect on individual teachers. So, in the
wake of the bonus program, we expect differences to open up between smaller and larger
schools. If the performance of students in small schools accelerated relative to students
in larger schools after the bonus program began, the bonus program is the most likely
explanation. If, on the other hand, there was no differential trend across schools of
different sizes, the logical conclusion is that the bonus program had little impact.

The re’ s a second, relat ed avenue to conside r. N ot every school stands the same chance of
meeting the bonus criterion. Teachers know this as well as everybody else. In highly
dysfunctional schools, there is little chance that teachers will raise student performance
sufficiently to merit a monetary reward. So why bother? At the other end of the
spectrum, teachers in privileged schools might recognize that their students will meet
exp ectations e ven if the y turn in a medio cre ef f ort. So once a gain, wh y bot her?
onl y
in the schools that are truly on the margin where effort matters. So we expect the greatest
improvements in those schools where the likelihood of receiving the bonus is truly in
doubt. We can infer which schools those are on the basis of past performance, or on the
more basic characteristics of the students themselves.

So, we expect the performance of small schools, and in schools on the margin for

It’ s

receiving a bonus, to improve relative to others. We expect teachers in both smaller and
marginal schools to exert greater effort, and we further expect this to translate into
academic improvements for students. One could eliminate effort from the equation and

just look for patterns in test scores. This strategy has problems, however, if test scores
are the result of more than just teacher effort.

Education researchers have documented many ways in which incentive programs have
unintended consequences. For instance, there has always been the fear that teachers will
“teach to t he test, ” result i ng in better test scores, but not more learning. Other, more
underhanded methods have also been documented. Principals have been observed
classifying marginal students as disabled or suspending them immediately before an
exam date, resulting in fewer of these students, who are expected to perform poorly,
being counted. Teachers in some instances have been known to change the answer sheets
filled out by students to fabricate a higher score. Schools have also been shown to up the
calorie content of meals on the day of the exam. All schools have incentives to engage in
this kind of behavior, regardless of their size. 5 Any one of these behaviors is problematic
from a policy perspective, because they imply that schools have found ways to
manufacture higher test scores without pro vidi ng a bett er edu cati on. So, id eall y, we’ d
like to verify that the incentive scheme has an impact on a factor that really correlates
with better student learning.

We can make some inferences about how hard teachers work by observing how often
they call in sick during the school year. When a teacher has an unscheduled absence
during the school year, she is doing it with the knowledge that it will be detrimental to

student learning. A substitute teacher will have to be assigned and lesson plans will be

See Cullen and Reback (2002), Jacob (2005), Grissmer and Flanagan (1998), Hanushek and Raymond (2005),
among many others.
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thrown off track. Several studies have shown that students learn less in years when their
teacher takes more absences.6 This basic pattern might reflect either the low quality of
substitute teachers, or the negative impacts of having a teacher who is less motivated to
come to work in the morning. These teachers might take fewer absences, but they also
might exert less effort in many other ways.

One key insight here is that teacher absences are a signal of an underlying, and more
important f actor: what so cial scientis ts woul d term a “latent va riable.” Th e latent
variable in this case is something that increases when there is a bonus at stake, and causes
teachers to take fewer absences. We’ ll call thi s latent va riable ef f ort.7

Our basic pr ediction, t he n, is t hat t he ABC B onus progra m would ha ve cr e ated a “t each er
absence gap” b etween s mall schools, whe re the t each ers we re stron gl y inc enti viz ed, and
larger schools where the incentives had a smaller impact. At the same time, schools in
the middle of the pack should have improved relative to those at either end. Only the
data can tell us, though, exactly how large these effects might be.

Inferring the potential impact of individual-level incentives

How exactly can anything informative be said about individual-level incentives, in a state
where only group-level bonuses have been implemented? To be sure, there is some

extr apolation i nvol ved, b ut i t’ s a modest s tretch. This an al ysis will tell us what sort
of

6
7

See Clotfelter, Ladd, and Vigdor (2007), and Ehrenberg et al. (1991).
Note that we abstract away from student effort. See Angirst and Lavy (2002) for a discussion.

impact the bonus program will have, as a function of school size and the likelihood of
hit ti ng the bench ma r k. It ’ s eas y to conte mplate an indi vidual -level incentive scheme as
a
variant of this. Just imagine that teachers work alone, and have likelihoods of receiving a
bonus tied to the performance of their own students, rather than the school as a whole.
Using the results of the exercise, we can easily predict the likely impact on teacher effort
and student performance.

The evidence: why you should stop worrying about group-level incentives

We have a way of measuring free-rider effects and teacher effort, so we next need to see
if the bonus incentives really work as planned. Are teachers motivated by money? It's
naïve to assume that teachers are not motivated by money, as naïve as assuming that
teacher are only motivated by money.8 The relevant question is: can teachers be
motivated to give more effort compared to the status quo at reasonable cost? The answer
is yes. C o mparin g a t eac her’ s absenteeis m rat e w hen school i s in s essi on and the
expected dollar amount of the bonus she is expected to receive, we find that an increase
in likelihood of qualifying for the bonus will cause her to take fewer absences. If we
were to take an average teacher who has a very small chance at qualifying for the bonus
(where her expected bonus is equivalent to $400) and increased her probability of
qualifying for the bonus (so that her expected bonus becomes $900) we expect her to take

about one fewer sick day over the course of a school year. In terms of the underlying
effort variable, the incentive effect of the extra $500 at stake is a 10% boost to effort.

See Carnoy and Loeb (2002), Jacob (2007), and Vigdor (2008) for examples of teacher response to outside
pressures or enticements.
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While this seems like a rather cost-effective way to improve teacher performance,
remember that the strength of incentives is highly sensitive to the perceived likelihood of
receiving a bonus. Imagine how motivated a teacher would be to put in extra effort if the
likelihood of qualifying for the bonus was 100%. As the graph below shows, policy
makers should take care not to make the bonus too easy or too difficult to get, as either
extremes will do little to motivate teachers.

Of course, increased effort is nice, but this only matters if it actually translates into more
learning. So do students learn more with motivated teachers? Again, the answer is yes. A
highl y moti vat ed teach er will raise her student’ s st andardiz ed test scor es b y a signif icant
amount. An average teacher who is efficiently motivated in the current NC incentive
system is expected to raise her students’ average reading scores by more than 3.5% of a
standard deviation, and math scores by about 2.2% of a standard deviation. For an
elementary school teacher of 20 students, the bonus program spends an average of $6.25
to raise the performance of one student in one subject by 1% of a standard deviation.
This implies that incentive programs such as North Carolina’ s are f ar mo re cost -effective
than other popular education interventions, such as reducing class sizes. 9

9

See Mulralidharan and Sundararaman (2009) for an evolution of teacher pay-for-performance in a foreign setting.
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With statistical evidence that teachers are motivated to work harder by cash rewards, and
that motivated teachers get students to perform better on exams, we can now address the
question of whether we should push hard for individual incentives. The current system in
North Carolina treats the school as one unit. That is, the threshold that the teacher must
surpass in order to receive the bonus depends, not just on her students, but on the
performance of all tested students at the school. How would students fare if the state
bonus program rewarded individual performance?

The advantages of a purely individual-level incentives system seem self-evident. If we
are going to spend extra public funds to get teachers to do their jobs better, we should, at
least, make sure that every dollar we spend will have the most bang for our buck. Our
intuition from economics tells us that we can get rid of inefficiencies from free-rider
effects by evaluating bonus at the individual level. This seems to be a powerful case for

going to bat for individual-level incentives. Or is it? As we will see, the answer is not so
simple. School-level incentives may have been instituted for political and administrative
expediency, but could it be that the state has actually backed into a more effective system
than individual-level incentives?

As we mentioned in the introduction, the key argument for school-level incentives is that
tying low-ability and high-ability teachers together may force both groups to exert higher
effort to qualify for the bonus. The lack of initial motivation for both teachers is that they
are both too far away from the bar set by the government. The high-ability teacher is too
far above the bar, allowing her to coast yet still qualify for the bonus, and the low abilityteacher is too far below the bar, effectively preventing her from receiving the cash, no
matter how hard she tries. The insi ght i s that t he te acher’ s moti vati on de cr e ases as the
distance from the bar increases in either direction.

It isn’ t difficult to see that low-ability teachers will be discouraged when the bar becomes
too difficult to reach and that high-ability teachers will become complacent when the bar
becomes too easy to reach: this is precisely the hare-and-tortoise effect. The advantage of
a school-level incentive is that it can simultaneously lower the bar for low-ability
teachers and raise the bar for high-ability teachers. Because high ability teachers are tied
together with low ability teachers, their average score declines. While previously coasting
to the bonus, they will now have to pull that much harder to make it over the bar, all the

while dragging the extra weight created by low ability teachers. Low ability teachers, on
the other hand, see their average scores increase. With the boost from high ability

teachers, they have a decent chance at qualifying for the bonus, if they put in extra effort.
This induces both groups of teachers to try harder. 1 0

So, which is better? School or individual incentives? In North Carolina, it appears that
changing from the school to individual incentives would not yield the widely predicted
increase in teacher effort and student achievement. As the system is converted from
school-level incentives to individual incentives, free-rider effect is eliminated. At the
same time, the change introduces the hare-and-tortoise effect by pushing most teachers
away from the state standard. These two effects pull in opposite directions. Like a tug-ofwar or a see-saw, it is impossible to decrease one effect without increasing the other. We
find that the latter effect dominates the former, and average teacher effort, and therefore
average student achievement, declines in the individual incentive regime relative to the
group incentive regime (See Figure 3). Consider an average-sized NC elementary school
with about 35 full time teachers. In the group incentive regime, teachers who ignored the
free rider effect would expand their effort by 15%. The free-rider effect saps more than
half of this expansion, leading teachers to exert just 6.7% more effort.

The individual

incentive regime eliminates the free-rider effect; but because a higher proportion of
teachers view bonus receipt as either a sure thing or an unattainable goal, the average
impact on effort is in fact lower.

See Booher-Jennings (2005) and Neal and Schanzenbach (2009) for other examples of the distributional impacts
of accountability.
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Figure 3: School vs. Individual Incentives
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Both school and individual incentives result in increases in teacher effort and
subsequent
gains in test scores. The gains under the school incentive are larger than the gains
under
individual incentives, because the larger increase in effort due to the
hare-and-tortoise
effect more than offsets the loss in effort due to free-rider effects.

To be fair, there is one potential method of reducing the hare-and-tortoise effect.
Rather
than implement an all-or-nothing bonus, one could offer teachers a continuously
varying
performance-based salary supplement. Each incremental gain in student
achievement
would be associated with an incremental increase in teacher pay. The problem
with such
a scheme, of course, is that it magnifies the various problems associated with
individual-

level schemes as outlined above. Continuously varying bonuses would reward
teachers
for statistical flukes, and could never realistically be implemented for teachers in
untested
grades or subjects. The incentive effect of a large dollar amount, awarded when
scores
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pass a distinct threshold, might also be quite a bit stronger than the promise of just a few
dollars for a marginal improvement.

Conclusion

The economic rationale for incentivizing teachers is strong, but efforts to implement payfor-performance plans have often foundered on the details. Pay-for-performance is hard
to apply to teachers in untested grades, or in untested subjects. Individual-level schemes
threaten to introduce wasteful competition among teachers for the best students. And
concerns about the statistical reliability of test scores implies that education authorities
might have to wait for years before rewarding deserving teachers, dismissing ineffective
ones, or devoting attention to those who could really excel with a little bit of help.

The headlong rush to individual-level incentive schemes has occurred under the
presumption that free-rider effects would hobble school-level incentives. Since the
average test score at the school is largely out of the control of individual teachers, the
argument goes, the bonus does not serve as a strong incentive.

In fact, the cost-effectiveness of a well-designed group-level incentive can be
significantly better than an equivalently constructed individual-level incentive. Moving
to individual incentives increases ea ch tea che r’ s distance from the bar, introducing a

hare-and-tortoise effect more severe than the free-rider effect.

This analysis also verifies a point that should fall within the realm of common sense, but
bears repeating here: inc enti ves don’ t reall y a cco mpli sh an ythi n g if the y a re impossi ble
to
obtain, or if they are impossible not to obtain. The power of incentives arises in scenarios
when individuals realize that something of value is at stake. There will always be
pressure to water down incentive schemes to the point where they serve as nothing more
than a guaranteed pay raise. Those who wish to implement pay-for-performance must be
prepared to resist this pressure.

North C arolina’ s exp erie nce verif ies that t ea cher i ncenti ves can i mpro ve student
performance, even in the presence of the dreaded free-rider effect. If the policy argument
comes down to a choice between a consensus on school-level incentives and a protracted
fight over individual-level incentives, proponents of pay-for-performance should save
their ammunition for other battles.
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